The Benefits of Walking
WALKING is more than a way to get you from A to
B. Walking is an ideal form of exercise. Walking is
inexpensive, it requires very little warm-up time, and
you can sustain it for a long period of time. It is free,
you don’t need to learn any new skills or buy any new
equipment. Best of all you can walk whenever it suits
you, either on your own or in a group.
Walking helps to lower cholesterol, helps control
weight and is good for maintaining bone density.
For diabetics, walking can help with effective use of
insulin. Walking is also known to reduce anxiety and
tension and lift your mood by releasing endorphins.
Walking strengthens muscles around the joints and
strengthens and improves the efficiency of the heart
and circulation. The increased blood flow from regular
walking helps increase oxygen supply into the body
which in turn stimulates the immune system.

REMEMBER
These levels of walking intensity
need to reflect your current fitness
level. As you do more walking, and
get fitter, everything becomes
easier. This may take a few
weeks to notice. As your walking
becomes easier it is important
to increase the intensity. A 20
minute walk may improve your
health and help you live longer,
but a regular 1 hour will increase
endurance by training the heart,
lungs and muscles to work longer.

THERE ARE SEVERAL TYPES OF WALKING –
MIX THESE DIFFERENT PACES AS YOU WALK:
THE STROLL – this is a very easy pace – no hurry to get anywhere – not much effort – lots of opportunity

to look at gardens and enjoy being outdoors etc – loads of thinking time and is a good recovery after some
power walking!

THE PURPOSEFUL WALK – a steady paced walk – the kind you do when you are walking somewhere

and you don’t want to take all day getting there – still have time to look around, chat and not get too hot and
bothered.

THE BRISK WALK – this is the ‘exercise’ walk – there is a determination and purpose about this walk that
the others lack. This is a bit of a ‘serious walk’ when you want to get somewhere in a hurry or you are trying to
get your heart working a bit harder. You can still talk BUT there should be a bit more huff and puff and effort
required to maintain this walk.

THE POWER WALK – this is the perfect choice for weight loss as it has aerobic demands similar to

running but with about 50% less impact on your joints. Power walking requires you walk at almost twice your
normal walking speed – this high intensity raises your heart rate and ensures your body needs to burn stored
fat for fuel.
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Rev Up My Walking

DO INTERVALS – Add bursts of speed to burn more calories and
increase your fitness. After warming up, add a minute of vigorous
walking followed by three minutes at normal pace. Repeat as many
times as you can and finish with a cool down walk.
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CHANGE WALKING SURFACES – Find places that allow you to
walk over different surfaces such as: grass, sand, bush or dirt tracks
or even some shingle or gravel. For an extra challenge try mixing up
different speeds over the different types of surfaces.
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ADD SOME RESISTANCE WORK – Use the ‘Outdoor Circut’ hand
out ideas to add resistance exercises throughout your walk.
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WORK YOUR ARMS – Keep your elbows at 90 degrees and pump
your arms forward and back to increase your heart rate and burn
more calories.
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HIKE UP A HILL – Try and incorporate different gradients in your
walk to increase fitness and to stretch and strengthen muscles in the
legs, buttocks and back.
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